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Introduction. Suppose that (B, F) is a pair of spaces of the homotopy type of

countable CW-complexes. Problem 10 of Massey's list of 1955 [6] poses the ques-

tion of when (B, F) is homotopically equivalent (i.e., there is a homotopy com-

mutative diagram

B -> F

1« h

B'-=► F'

such that g and h are homotopy equivalences) to a pair (B', F') such that B'

is fibered, in the sense of Serre, by F' with base-space Y, for some suitable Y.

If B' is contractible and F' fibres B', then F' (and hence F) is of the homotopy

type of the loopspace £1(Y) (see e.g. [9]). Conversely, if B is contractible and if

Fis of the homotopy type of a loopspace Cl(Y), then there is a pair (B', F') homo-

topically equivalent to (B, F) such that F' fibres B' with base-space Y (see [1],

[11]). In both cases, Y is of homotopy type of the projective space of F, which

is inductively defined by means of Hopf fibrations. Since projective spaces and

Hopf fibrations have proved useful in the study of //-spaces, I have tried to

preserve these features in the solution of the general problem which I offer in

this paper.

The general idea of the solution is to consider first £l(B, F), the space of paths

beginning in some fixed point b° and ending in F, as a right Íí(i5)-space, and

then to investigate certain multiplications on Q(B, F) which extend this action.

These multiplications yield fibrations of the Hopf type, in which the total spaces

are the manifold joins of F with itself when F is a suspension and are "twisted"

manifold joins of F in general (see §6). One also gets spaces which resemble the

classical projective spaces; in particular, one gets a filtration of Y (or rather a

space of the homotopy type of Y) by subspaces determined by F and B (see §6).

The solution is given in the context of constructions of the reduced product

type (RPT-constructions for short). To be able to handle the right action of ñ(B)

on Ci(B, F), one needs a relative theory of RPT-constructions. This can easily be
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developed as follows. (All complexes are supposed to be special, i.e., countable

CW-complexes with a single 0-cell.) Suppose A is an //-complex which is a limit

of RPT-complexes [3]. Then A, like RPT-complexes, is essentially an associative

//-complex with a nondegenerate multiplication in the sense that the product

of two cells of A is again a cell of A. The domain of the theory is the category

whose objects are complexes containing A as a subcomplex and on which A acts

on both sides nondegenerately in the sense given above. (The objects are called

two-sided A-complexes.) The maps of the category are cellular maps which respect

the action of A. (The maps are called two-sided invariant maps.) Having established

the category, one proceeds in a manner similar to that of the absolute theory

as developed in [3]. Thus if Jfis a two sided ¿-complex, then a set of A-relations

in k variables on X,

J(k(X) = (M0(X),My(X),-,Mk(X); pp,q,A),

is given by a two-sided ¿-complex MkCX) filtered by two-sided ¿-subcomplexes

MpiX), such that M0(X) = A and M.LY) = X, and by two-sided invariant maps

pp¡q which are associative, with a two-sided identity, and take MpiX) x MqiX)

into Mp+q(X) nondegenerately. (If A consists of a single 0-cell only, then this

notion of a set of relations is that given in [3] for the absolute case.) One also

shows, as in the absolute theory, that X generates a universal //-complex modulo

any Jik(X). The details of the theory are given in the first and third sections.

The application of the relative theory of RPT-constructions to the problem

mentioned at the beginning of this introduction is a continuation of the refor-

mulation of Stasheff's ¿„-structures given in [3]. First, replace il(B) by a complex

A which is a limit of RPT-complexes and Ci(B, F) by a right A-complex U. It turns

out that the existence of a fibration

F'-»B'->T

such that (B',F') is equivalent to the given pair (B,F) implies, first, that

U ~ Q(B, F) is of the homotopy type of a two-sided ¿-complex X and, second,

that X admits a set of ./4-relations for all n ^ 1

MIX) = (M0(X),M,LY), -,M„LY); pp¡q,A)

such that M i is a deformation retract of M¡+1, where 1 *£ i :£ n — 1, the defor-

mation being given by two-sided invariant maps. (X is said to admit a (¿„-structure

if it admits a set of ¿-relations such as Jin(fX); if A consists of one 0-cell only,

then ô„-and ¿„-structures agree (see [3]). Conversely, the existence of a two-sided

¿-complex X of the homotopy type of U ~ Q(B, F) and of a <2„-structure on X

imply together the existence of a fibration,

Fn^B'^Yn,
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such that the pair (B',F„) is equivalent to the pair (B,F) in a range that increases

with n (see §5). This reduces Massey's problem 10 to a problem on the existence

of ß„-structures.

To get the fibrations of the Hopf type from the set of relations defining a

g„-structure onI~t/~ íl(B, F) demands a point of view quite different from

the one usually employed. This point of view can be roughly described as follows.

Suppose G is an associative //-space and consider the kth stage Hopf-fibration of G,

(I) GJ]L^Ek-^Pk,

where Ek is the (k + l)-fold join of G with itself and Pk = Ek/G, the so-called

projective space of G (see [1], [11]). Then pk induces a fibration

(II) iiPt-tG-A±Ek,

from the path-space fibration over Pk,

QPk-> P(Pk)-> Pk.

Note that G is an ii(P)i)-space of the homotopy type of G, ik equivalent to ik, and

Pk the classifying map of the fibration (II). In Massey's problem, My(X) = X is

analagous to G, and kM, to Q.Pk where kM is the RPT-complex generated by X

modulo Jik(X). What I do here is construct (II) first and then obtain (I) from it

by constructing the classifying map pk. To construct (II) one must replace Mx by a

homotopically equivalent right *M-complex Nk and then show how in general a

right /1-complex N is quasi-fibered by A over a base-complex N // A similar to an

orbit space. The latter problem is answered by Theorem (2.2) of §2—a result of

independent interest which plays a primary role in this work. The complex Nk is

constructed in §8. Now, Theorem (2.2) shows that Nk is quasi-fibered by A over

the orbit complex Nk// A. The complex Nk¡/ A is shown to be of the homotopy

type of the (k + l)-fold join of F with itself, when F is a suspension, and is the

"relative" (k + l)-fold join of M,// A in general (see §§6 and 8). The quasi-

fibration of any right ^-complex N over A7// A is shown, in §4, to admit a clas-

sifying map. One obtains (I) from (II) by taking pk to be the classifying maps of (II).

I would like to express my thanks to the referee of this paper for his suggestions

which contributed to its better organization and for the title, a more descriptive

one than the original.

1. Preliminary notions and definitions. Suppose A is a special complex in the

sense of James, i.e., a countable CW-complex with a single 0-cell a0. Take a0 to

be the basepoint of A. Assume that A is an //-complex with multiplication a.

(Recall that, by definition, a is cellular, associative, and has a0 as an identity.)

Suppose also that A is filtered by subcomplexes

Ao = {a°} <=Ay <=••• cApcz~-
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and a takes ¿p x Aq into Ap+q for all p and q. Write ¿„(X) for A„, where ¿, = X.

Then we say that A is a complex of the reduced product type (an RPT-complex

for short) if, and only if, the set

where ap9 = a|¿P(X) x Aq(X), is a set of relations in the sense of [3], for all

k = 2. If, moreover, there is an integer m such that

Ap(X)=        [J a,ïS(A,(X) x AS(X)),
r+s=p,r,s>0

for all p> m, then we say that A is of rank :£ m. Otherwise we say A is of

infinite rank. (This notion of an RPT-complex is slightly different from that

given in [3]. An RPT-complex in the sense of [3] is always of finite rank. Here we

are going to admit RPT-complexes of arbitrary rank.)

Suppose that B is a special complex containing A as a subcomplex and that it is

filtered by an ascending sequence of subcomplexes

B0 = Aezz...ezzBmezz....

Assume that there is a cellular mapping

(1.1) n-.BxA^B,

with the following properties:

(l.l)a the basepoint a0 of A is the identity, i.e. n(b,a°) = b, for all b in B;

(l.l)b        r\ is associative, i.e. r\in x 1) = r/(l X n); and

(l.l)c i] restricted to Ax A is just a, the multiplication in A.

So far, what we have is a complex B and an action on the right by A on B.

However, one must restrict one's attention, in the context of reduced products,

to those actions which are nondegenerate in the sense that the product of a cell in B

by a cell in A is a cell in B. The precise condition is the following:

n takes Bm X ¿„ to Bm+n and imbeds the complex [Bm,¿„] obtained by

(1.1),, attaching Bm X An to Bm+„-y by the mapn\Bm_y xA„KJBm x A,.u

into Bm+n as a subcomplex.

Definition (1.2). Suppose B is a special complex and A an RPT-complex

imbedded in B as a subcomplex. B is said to be a right A-complex if it is filtered

by an ascending sequence

B0 = Aez...ezzBmezz...

and there is a cellular mapping

n:B x¿->E

subject to the conditions (l.l)a,•■•,(!.l)d given above.
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Similarly, we define a left A-complex B to be a filtered special complex with a

mapping

cp:A xB->B

subject to conditions similar to (l.l)a, •••,(l.l)d given above. A two-sided A-complex

B is, by definition, a left and right A-complex such that the left and right actions

of A on B commute with each other.

In studying ^-complexes one can vary the given filtration to a certain extent

(see §3 below). In fact, one can always replace an arbitrary filtration by the one

given by its skeletons, as can be easily checked. Note also that nondegeneracy is

defined by means of the filtration, rather than by requiring that the product on

any two cells be also a cell, because quite often one gets naturally defined nitrations

(see §5), with which it is more natural to work. Note also that the nitrations of the

left and right actions a two-sided complex need not be the same.

An example of a two-sided A-complex is given by taking B = A and letting

n and cp be the multiplication a in A. Other examples are obtained by taking

first a special complex C containing A as a subcomplex, and then setting

B = AuC x A,

where the complex C x A is attached to A by the multiplication a of A. Clearly

B is a right A-complex with A acting naturally on the right. Similarly, one can

define A UA x C and A Ui x C x A. The former is a left A-complex, and

the latter is a two-sided A-complex. In fact, any A-complex is filtered by sub-

complexes of one of these three types. To see this, suppose A is an RPT-complex

of arbitrary rank, and let B be a right A-complex. By definition, let By be the

smallest subcomplex of B which contains A and the cells of B — A of lowest

dimension. Then the complex

B = A\JBy x A,

where By x A is attached to A by the multiplication A x A-> A, is a subcomplex

of B, as follows easily from (l.l)d. Suppose we have been able to define a sequence

of subcomplexes of B,

B0 = AcByCz...czBm,

and a sequence of right A-subcomplexes of B,

B0 = AczByC.~<=Bm,

such that

(i)    Bi^Bi_y and
(ii)   Bi = Bi.1\JB,xA,

where the attaching map is given by the action of B¡-y x A -» B¡-y. If Bm ¥= B,

define Bm+l to be the smallest subcomplex of B containing Bm and the cells of

B — Bm of smallest dimension. Now, if we let
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Bm + 1 = Bm U Bm + 1  X A.,

where the attaching map is given by the action of Bm X A -> Bm, we get what

we wish. Hence we have the following proposition.

Proposition (1.3). Suppose B is a right A-complex, where A is an RPT-

complex of arbitrary rank. Then there is a sequence of subcomplexes of B,

A = B0ezzByezz...ezzBmcz...,

and a sequence of right A-subcomplexes of B,

A = B0<zzBy <=— ezzBm<zz---,

such that

0)     Bm-1 c Bm\

(ii)  Bm = Bm_yyJBmxA, m = l

(the attaching map being the action Bm_y x ¿-»Bm^f); and

(iii) B = limmBm.

Similarly, one can prove the following proposition.

Proposition (1.4). Suppose B is a two-sided A complex, where A is an RPT-

complex of arbitrary rank. Then there is an ascending sequence of subcomplexes

ofB,
A = B0ezzBy <=— czBmezz-..,

and an ascending sequence of two sided A-subcomplexes of B,

A = B0 ezzBy e-- cßmc-,

such that

(i)   Bm_yezzBm;

OO  Bm = Bm_yyJAxSmxA,m^l

(the attaching map being the action A x Bm_y x ¿-»/?„,_,); and

(iii) B = limmBm.

There is a similar representation for the left ¿-complexes. Note that these

representations depend on the cellular decomposition of B and not on the nitrations.

Suppose B is a right ¿-complex and B' a right ¿'-complex. By definition, a

right invariant map

f'.B-*B'

is a cellular map of B into B' such that

fePix,a) = ep'ifix),fiy)),

where ep and ep' are the actions of A and A' on B and B', for all x in B and a in A,

and/|¿ is a homomorphism of A into A'. Similarly we define a left invariant
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map, and a two-sided invariant map. A right (left, two-sided) A-mapf is a right

(left, two-sided) invariant map such that A = A' and /| A = 1.

Suppose next that B and B' are, respectively, right and left A-complexes, and

denote the actions of A by cp and n '. We wish to join B to B' along the "orbits" of

A. Consider, therefore, the special complex

BxAxB'.

Suppose X! =(by,a¡,b'y) and x2 =(b2,a2,b'2) ate two elements of B X A X B'.

Then we shall say that Xy is an amalgam of x2 if, and only if,

by  = cp(b2,a2), ay = a0, and b\ = b'2, or

b'i  = n'(a2,b'2), a¡=a°, and bv = b2,

where ay,a2 are in A, b¡,b2 in B, and b[, b'2 in B', and a0 is the basepoint of A.

This notion of amalgamation is similar to that of [3] and generates in a similar

manner an equivalence relation. Let B xAB' be the quotient space of B X Ax B'

modulo this equivalence relation, and give B xAB' the quotient topology. Clearly

B XAB' is a covariant functor in two variables. The following result can be proved

in the same manner as Theorem (2.4) of [3].

Theorem (1.4). Suppose B and B' are right and left A-complexes. Then the

cellular structure ofB x Ax B' induces the structure of a special complex on

B XAB'. Also, if B and B' are two-sided A-complexes, then the left action of A

on B and the right action of A on B' make B xAB' a two-sided A-complex.

By definition, B XAB' is the A-cartesian product of B and B'. Observe that the

imbeddings of B and B' as the first and last factor in B x A x B' induce imbed-

dings of B and B' in B XA B', as subcomplexes whose intersection is A. Note also

that if A = {a0}, a single 0-cell, then an A-complex is just a special complex, and

B XAB' is the usual cartesian product.

2. The quasi-fibration of an A-complex over its orbit space. Recall that a map

p:F->B

of the space E onto the space B is a quasi-fiber map if, and only if,

/>*: nlE,p~\x),y) = 7r¡(B,x),

for all x in B, y in p~l(x), and i ^ 0 [2]. Also recall that if A is an associative

//-space, then a left principal quasi-fiber map for A is a quasi-fiber map

p:F-vB,

together with a left action of A on E,
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n:A X £->•£,

such that

(i)    nia°,e) = e,

where a0 is the 0-cell of A and e is in E;

(Ii)   niAxe)ezzp-1ipie)),

P  1ÍPÍe)) being the fiber through e; and

(iii) the mapping

ne:A->p-1Ípie))

which takes a to */(a,e) is a weak homotopy equivalence [1]. Similarly one defines

a right principal quasi-fibration.

The object of this section is to define the complex of orbits of A in TV and to

show that the natural projection of TV on its orbit complex is a quasi-fibration.

Suppose A is an RPT-complex of arbitrary rank, and let TV be a right ¿-complex

as in §1. Denote the action of A on TV by n. Two elements n and n' of TV are said

to be equivalent if, and only if, there is a chain of elements iiy,---,nr in TV such

that, for every consecutive pair ns,ns+l, there is an element a in A such that

either nins,a) = ns+i or r¡ins+l,a) = ns. Denote the quotient space by N//A,

and give it the quotient topology. TV//¿ is, by definition, the orbit complex ofn.

Suppose p is the natural projection of TV onto N//A. Now, according to Prop-

osition (1.3) of §1, there is an ascending sequence

(2.1) TV0d-..c:TVmd...

of right ¿-subcomplexes of TV such that

(2.1a) TV0 = ¿, and TVm = TVm_! UTV,„ x¿,       m>0,

where Ñm is the smallest subcomplex of TV containing TVm_j and the cells of

TV — TVm_t of lowest dimension. We conclude from this that the cellular structure

of TV induces the structure of a special complex on N // A and that the natural

map,

p:N-+N//A,

is cellular.

Theorem (2.2). Suppose TV is a right A-complex. Then the natural pro-

jection

p:N^N//A

is a principal quasi-fibration.

Theorem (2.2) is a special case of the following theorem.

Theorem (2.2').   Suppose TV and TV' are right and left A-complexes. Then
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(i)   the map

p':NxAN'^N/¡A,

induced by the projection on the first factor, is a quasi-fibration with fibre N';

and

(ii)   the map

yn:N'^p'-\P(n)),

which takes the point n  to n xAn', is a homotopy equivalence for all n in N.

Proof.   Consider the ascending sequence (2.1) given above.  If m = 0, th«n

N0/IA = ä°, the 0-cell of N/lA, and, hence

p'0:N0xAN'^ä°,       p'o = p\N0

is trivially a quasi-fibration; and, since A is arcwise connected, condition (ii)

is also satisfied. Suppose we have proved that the map

Pm-NmxA.N'->Nm//A,       p'm = p\Nm

is a quasi-fibration with fiber N' and such that (ii) of the theorem is satisfied

when N = Nm. We wish to do the same thing for the case m + 1. Note that

Nm+y-Nm=[J if'xA

where D"' ranges over the cells of A7m+1 — Nm and Dk denotes the interior of

Dk. Hence,

Nm+1xAN'-NmXAN'=[J D"'XN'.

Moreover, we can write

A/m+1//A = UUV,

where

^=Pm'+i (IJ 0"r(3/4) x A/')

(£>"'(3/4) being the «r-disc of radius 3/4), and

U= p'm+l(Nm+y(ll4)xAN'),

where

Nm+ ,(1/4) = NmU  \J (£>"' - L>"'(l/4)) x A.

Clearly Fis a distinguished set. Hence, to finish the proof we need to show that U

is also distinguished since U r\V is distinguished (see (2.2) of [2]). But, according

to (2.10) of [2], we need prove only that the map

yn-N'-*p'm~,\(p'm+y(n))
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which takes n' to n xÁ n', for all n in TVm+1 is a homotopy equivalence. (This

also proves the assertion (ii) of the theorem when N = Nm+1.) Observe that

Pm   Xp'min)) = Pm+liPm+li")) »

if n is in TVm. In this case the induction assumption implies y„ is a homotopy

equivalence. If n is in Nm+1 — Nm, then

n = iñ,a),

for some ñ in T?m+1 — TVm and a in ¿. Hence y„ takes n' to (ñ, an'). Since ¿ is

arcwise connected and

/C+lOm+lO))   =   «xTV',

v„ is a homotopy equivalence. This establishes the induction step and hence

the theorem.

Remark (2.3). Suppose TV' is a left ¿-complex. Then one can define an equiv-

alence relation on TV', as was done for right ¿-complexes. Denote the quotient

space by ¿\\TV'. Then A\\N' inherits from TV' a natural cellular structure, and

the projection

p':TV'-+¿\\TV'

is again a principal quasi-fibration. Moreover, if TV is a right ¿-complex, then

the projection

NxAN'^A\\N'

induced by the projection on the second factor is a quasi-fibration with fiber TV.

3. Constructions relative to an RPT-complex. Very often one has a complex

X on which an RPT complex A already acts, and one is interested in studying

multiplications on X which extend to given action of A. The absolute theory

of RPT-constructions given in [3] does not take care of this problem. One needs

a relative theory. The object of this section is to develop such a relative theory.

Suppose A is an RPT-complex of arbitrary rank as in §1. Assume that X is

two-sided ¿-complex, and let

M0iX)ezzMyiX)ezz-czzMkiX)

be an ascending sequence of two-sided ¿-complexes such that M0LY) = A,

MyCX) = X, and Mp(X) is a subcomplex of Mp+i(Z) for k> p ^ 0. Suppose

also that there is a two-sided invariant map,

(3.1) pp,q:M„iX)xAMqiX)-+Mp+qiX),

for all integers p,q — 0 with p+ q = k, such that the following conditions are

satisfied.
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The map ppq\Mp(X)KJMq(X)  is  the folding map;

any two maps pp q and pp-q- agree on their common

domain of definition; and

the  maps pPA are associative,  i.e.

Pp + q,,(l*p,q x 1) = pp,q + r(l x pq¡r)

whenever the mappings  are defined.

Notice that Mk(X) is a two-sided A-complex filtered by two-sided A-subcom-

plexes and with a partially defined multiplication which is associative and which

extends the action of A on both sides, as (3.1)a easily implies. If A = {a0}, then

this is precisely the situation described in [3]. Again as in [3], we need another

condition on ppq to guarantee that the product of a cell of M„(X) by a cell of

Mq(X) is also a cell of Mp+q(X). So, proceeding in a similar fashion, we note that

the mappings pp,q-y and pp-l¡q induce together a cellular mapping

<WMpx¿m«-iuMp-i x¿M,-»Mp+«-i>

where  Mk  stands  for  M¡(X).   By  definition,

[Mp(X),Mq(X)]A = Mf+rl(I)U¿MMf(X) xAMq(X)

where the complex Mp(X) xAMq(X) is attached to Mp+q_y(X) by the mapping

ôpq. It is easy to see that [Mp(X),Mq(X)]A is a two-sided A-complex and that it

contains Mp+q_y(X) as a two-sided A-subcomplex. The desired condition is:

the map pPA induces an imbedding of [Mp(X), Mq(X)]A into Mp+q(X)

d       as a two-sided A-subcomplex, for all p,q^.O and p — q^k.

Definition (3.2).   Suppose X is a two-sided A-complex, and let

A = M0(X) cz My(X) = Ic-c Mk(X)

be an ascending sequence of two-sided A-complexes. Assume that for every pair

of integers p,q = 0 such that p + q = k, we are given a two-sided A-mapping,

pp_q:Mp(X)xAMq(X)^Mp+q(X),

subject to the conditions (3.1)a, •••,(3.1)d given above. Then we say that

Jik(X) = (M0(X), -, Mk(X); pPA, A)

is a set of A-relations in k variables.

Note that if A = {a0}, then this notion reduces to that of [3]. Thus any set of

relations in the old sense is a set of {a°}-relations in the sense of Definition (3.2).

One can relativize an absolute set of relations in other ways, and sometimes it is

both natural and necessary to do so. In fact, let

J¿k(X) = (M0(X),-,Mk(X),pPiq)

(3.1)a

(3.1)b

(3.1)o
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be a set of relations in the sense of [3]. Let A = Xx, the reduced product complex

of James [4]. By definition, let

Mp = AyJyA x M'pxA,

where M'p is the complex A U MpCX) obtained by attaching A = Xœ to Mp(X)

along the subcomplex Xp and the attaching map

y: Ax Ax A-*M'P

is the one induced by the multiplication in A. Observe that M0 = A. Put X = My

and Mp(X) = Mp. Denote by pPA the two-sided invariant maps

flp,q: MP(X) xAMq(X)-+Mp+q(X)

induced by ppq. Then the set

JikiMf) = iM0iX),-,Mkiï);pp,q,A)

is a set of ¿-relations in k variables equivalent to the original set J(kiX) in the

sense that it does not restrict the multiplications ppq any further (see end of

section). Clearly one can, in a similar manner, relativize the set JPkiX) with

respect to any of the RPT-complexes mM generated by X modulo the subsets

JtmiX) = iM0iX),-,MmiX); pp<q),       m = k-l.

Under certain circumstances the converse is also true. We shall indicate how it

can be done by discussing a simple situation. Suppose A = Xx, the reduced

product complex of a special complex X, and assume that

Jt2(X) = (M0(ï),My(ï),M2(ï); pp¡q,A)

is a set of relations on X in two variables such that

X= My(X) = A yJfA xDr XA,

where D ' is the r-disc and the attaching map

f:AxSr~l xA->-A

extends the multiplication in A. Assume also that

M2(X)=lMy(ï),My(Îy]A.

To define an equivalent absolute set of relations, let k be the smallest integer such

that/(Sr_1) e=Xk, and put

Mk(X) = XkUfDr.

Then the set

J(k(X) = (M0(X), -, Mk(X); pPtq),
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where M0 = x°, the 0-cell of X, My = X,MP = Xp, for p — k - 1, Mk is as above,

and ppq are the natural maps, is a set of relations in the absolute sense (see [3])

equivalent to the given set Ji2(%).

Definition (3.3).   Suppose that

Jík(X) = (M0(X),-,Nk(X);pp¡q,A) and

Jtk(X') = (M0(X'),-,Mk(X');pp,q,A')

are two sets of two-sided A-and A'-relations on X and X'. A mapping

f:Jtk(X)-*Jik(X')

is a tuple of two-sided invariant maps (f0, ••■,fk) such that

P-p.q(fp X/,) =fp + qPp,q,

for all p and q such that p + q = k.

Again this concept reduces to that of [3] in the case A = {a0}.

Suppose next that M is an //-complex with multiplication p, and assume

that M contains an RPT-complex A of arbitrary rank as a sub //-complex. Suppose

also that M is filtered by an ascending sequence of two-sided A-complexes

A = M0 <= My cz ••• c Mk <=■••,

and assume that p takes Mp xAMq into Mp+q, for all p and q—0. Denote

My by X, and write Mp(X) for Mp for all p = 0. Then, as in the absolute case

(see §1), we say that M is an RPT-complex relative to A if, and only if, the set

Jtk(X) = (M0(X),My(X),-,Mk(X);ppA,A)

where ppq is induced by /i on MP(X) XA Mq(X) is a set of A-relations on X,

in the above sense, for all integers k = 2. If, moreover, there is an integer m such

that

Jfp(X) = \Jpr,s(Mr(X)xAMs(X)),       r,s>0,   r + s = p,

for all p > m, then we say that M is of rank _ m. Otherwise we say that M is

of infinite rank. Here also an RPT-complex relative to {a0} is just an RPT-complex

in the absolute sense, as defined in the first section.

Next we wish to show that every set of A-relations generates an RPT-complex

relative to A. The construction will be seen to be a modification of the one given

in [3] for the absolute case.

Suppose that

Jtk(X) = (M0(X), -,Mk(X);pp¡q, A)

is a set of relations as above, where A is an arbitrary RPT-complex. By definition,

the index of an element a in A is 0, and the index of an element x in M¡ — M¡_ y

is i. If
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u=ixy,-,xn)eiMk)n,

where (M,)" is the n-fold cartesian product Mk x Mk X ••- x Mk, then the index

of u is   E"=1 index (x¡). Consider now the set

S„={ue (M,)" | index(u) z% n}.

It can be easily seen that S„ is a two-sided ¿-subcomplex of (Mf.)". If

m = (*!,•■•, x„) and u' = ix[, ■■-, x'„) are in iMk)n, then u' is said to be an amalgam(2)

of u if, and only if, there is an integer p <n such that

xq = x'q, if q < p, or q> p+1,

p(xp,xp+l) = x'p, and

a    = xP+it

where a0 is the 0-cell of A and p stands for the appropriate multiplication of

Jik(X). The notion of amalgamation generates an equivalence relation on S„

(see [3]). Denote the quotient space by M'n(X), and give it the quotient topo-

logy. Note that A acts on the left and right on M'„(X) and that the two actions

commute with each other. Since the mappings pp¡q are associative, the juxta-

position map of S,„ x S„ into Sm+„ induces a continuous mapping

(3.4),„ Pr,s'-M'r(X) XA M'S(X) -* M'r+s(X).

Note that the mappings p'pq induce a mapping

ôry.M'r(X) xA MÏ-yiX)\JM',_yiX) xA M'j(X)-+M'r+a-yiX)

By definition, let

(3.5)r,s lM'riX),M'siX)-]A = M;+5_iL¥) USriM'XX) xAM'J(X).

Then A acts on both sides of \M'rCX), M'siX)~\A, and the actions commute with

each other.

Theorem (3.6)r>s. M'ffX) inherits naturally from S„ a cellular structure

which makes it a two-sided A complex with the following properties:

(a)„ there is a natural imbedding /?„_, of M'„_yiX) in M'JfX) as a two-sided

A-subcomplex;

(b)„ ifr + s = n, then the map p'rs o/(3.4)r s is cellular, and [M'XX), M'siX)~\A

is a two-sided A-complex imbedded in M'JfX) as a two-sided A-subcomplex, the

imbedding being induced by p'rj¡ o/(3.4)r>s;

(c)„ M'„iX) is naturally isomorphic to MJfX) of J(kCX) as a two-sided A-com-

plex for n = k, and p'rs is equal to prs of ^kCX) as a two-sided invariant

map for r + s^k.

(2) Cf. definition of ¿-cartesian product in §1.
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Note that this theorem is just Theorem (2.4)„ of [3], when A = {a0}. The

proof is also similar to that case, and therefore will not be given.

From here on write Mp(X) and prs for M'r(X) and p'rs, and identify

[Mr(X),Ms(X)]A with its image in Mr+s(X).

Corollary (3.7).    Suppose   n > k = r=l.   Then,   if r<s,

[M„_s,Ms]An[Mn_„Mr]A

is  isomorphic  to  [M„_s,Ms_r>Mr]^. Moreover, M„  is  the union of the two-

sided A-complexes [Mn_r,Mr]A, for r = l,---,k.

By definition, let

M(X)  -   UmMn(X).
n

Then M(X) is certainly a two-sided A-complex, and the two-sided invariant

mappings p'r¡s of (3.4)rs induce a two-sided invariant map

p:M(X) XAM(X)^M(X).

Theorem (3.8). M(X) with the multiplication p is an RPT-complex relative

to A.

Suppose next that B is an associative //-space on which A acts on both sides;

i.e., the left and right actions of A commute with each other and are associative,

and the 0-cell of A acts like the identity. (If B is an //-complex, then the product

of a cell in B by a cell in A is not required to be a cell of B.) Then by a map

f:Jtk(X)-,B

of Jtk into B, we mean a tuple of two-sided invariant maps (fQ,---,fk), where fp

takes MP(X) to B, and

fP = ß(fq'xfrl       P = q + r,

ß being the multiplication in B.

Theorem (3.9).   Suppose that

Jlk(X) = (M0(X),-,Mk(X),pp<q,A)

is a set of two-sided A-relations on X, and suppose that

f:Jik(X)^B

is a map of the set Jik(X) into the associative H-space B on which A acts on

both sides. Then there is a two-sided invariant homomorphism,

fao:M(X)^B,
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uniquely determined by f, where M(X) is the RPT-complex generated by X

modulo ^k(X). Moreover,/œ is cellular if f is cellular and B is an H-complex.

The proof is straightforward.

In the first part of the section we indicated how the absolute and relative relations

correspond to each other. Suppose

Ji2CX) = iM0iX),My)X,iM2iX); ppA)

is a set of absolute relations; i.e., M0(X) = {a0} and MyiX) = X. Assume also

that M2(X) = X2KJD", where X2 is the 2-fold reduced product of X and D"

is the n-disc. Then, as above, Jl2CX) corresponds to a set of ¿-relations

Ji2(l) = (Mü(l),My(l),M2(2); pPA,A)

where A = Xm, My(X) = A UA x Dnx A, and M2(X) = [MyiX),MyiX)]A.

Here My(X) is formed by attaching A x D" x A to A by the multiplication

A x A x A -> A. One can see easily that the RPT-complex MCX) generated by X

modulo Jt2(fX) is naturally isomorphic to the RPT-complex M(X) generated by.?

modulo J(2(X).

4. The universal quasi-fibration of an RPT-complex. One knows that an asso-

ciative //-space A always has a principal quasi-fibration

pA:E(A)-+B(A)

such that the total space £(¿) is aspherical [1]. (Recall that such a principal

quasi-fibration is called universal.) This quasi-fibration is, however, not quite

appropriate to the needs of this study, since it is not possible in general to tell if

the restriction of a quasi-fibration to a subset of the base is also a quasi-fibration.

The aim of this section is to construct a universal quasi-fibration (for any RPT-

complex) which is more appropriate in that respect for the cases under consideration

here (see Corollary (4.5) below). The construction is based on the following

theorem.

Suppose A is an RPT-complex of any rank (see §1), and assume that

f'.L^A

is a cellular map of some special complex L into A. By definition, let

M0(X) m A, and My(X) = X = AvAxA'xA,

where ¿' = A\J-fTL(TL being the cone on L) and Ax A' X Ais attached to A

by the multiplication Ax Ax A^ A. Clearly M0(X) and Mf(X) are two-sided

¿-complexes; and, if we put M2(X) = [My(X),My(X)~]A, then the set

(4.1) Jt2(X) = (M0(X),My(X),M2(X); pPA,A),
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where ppq are the natural maps, is a set of A-relations in the sense of §3. Suppose

M(X) is the RPT-complex generated by X modulo Ji2(X). Assume now that

E(A) is a contractible right A-complex, and denote E(A)//A by B(A). Then

pA:E(A)-+B(A)

(pA being the natural projection) is a principal quasi-fibration according to Theo-

rem (2.2). We wish to imbed E(A) in a contractible left M(X)-complex E(M) in

such a way that the action of M on E(M) extends the action of A on £(A). Consider,

therefore, the right M-complex E(A) xA M, and let

p'A:E(A)xAM-+B(A)

be the quasi-fibration induced by the projection on the first factor. Observe that

we can extend / to a map

g:L = S#L-*E(A)xAM

which is equal to the natural map g+ of TL into M c E(A) xA M on the upper

cone and to a contraction of/,

g.:(TL,L)^(E(A),A),

on the lower cone. (S # L is the suspension of L.) Then

(4.2) E(M) = E(A) xAM\JßTLxM,

where the attaching map,

ß:LxM->E(A)xAM,

is the map that takes (x, y) to g(x)y and is clearly a right M-complex, and the

natural projection,

pM : E(M) -» B(M) = E(M)H M

is a principal quasi-fibration for M. Observe also that

(4.3) B(M) = B(A)KJyTL,

where y is the composition of g and p'A.

Theorem (4.4). Suppose E(A) is a contractible right A-complex where A

is a given RPT-complex, and let M be the RPT-complex relative to A which is

determined by (4.1). Then the complex E(M) of (4.2) is a contractible right

M-complex which contains E(A) as a subcomplex, the imbedding being of a

right A-complex into a right M-complex. Moreover, in the induced diagram
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E(A)-■-> E(M)

Pa Pm

B(A)-> B(M)    ,

the vertical maps are universal quasi-fibrations, and B(M) is obtained from

B(A) according to (4.3).

We need prove only that E(M) is contractible, which we shall do a bit later.

Corollary (4.5).   Suppose A is an RPT-complex. Then there is a universal

quasi-fibration,

pA:E(A)->B(A).

Moreover, if N is an RPT-subcomplex of A, then E(A), B(A) and pA can be

constructed so that

P:1(K) = E(N)XNA,

where K is a subcomplex of B(A) and

(pA\E(N)):E(N)-+K

is a universal quasi-fibration for N.

The corollary can be proved easily by expressing A as the ascending sequence

of RPT-complexes

2Ac 3Xc...c!lc...,

where 2A = Xx, for some special complex (!„ being the reduced product of

James), and kA is obtained from k~lA by adding one indecomposable cell to

fc_1A, in the same manner that the RPT-complex M(X) is obtained from A

by adding the cone on L (see (4.1)). Now, by definition, let

E(2A) = 2AUTXx2A,

where TX is the cone on X and TX x 2A is attached by 2a\X x 2A (2a being

the multiplication in 2A). It is easy to see that E(2A) is contractible; and, if we

make 2A act on the right on E(2A), then E(2A) becomes a right 2A-complex,

and

p2 : E(2A) -* E(2A) ¡I2 A = B(2A) = S#X

is a universal quasi-fibration for 2A. Now, by Theorem (4.4), we can find an

ascending sequence
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E^c.c^jc...

Pi Pk

B(2A)ezz-ezzB(kA)ezz-,

where pk is a universal quasi-fibration for kA.

By definition, let

E(A) = lim E(*¿), B(A) = lim B(kA), and pA = limpk.
k k k

Then the map

px:£(¿)->£(¿)

is a universal quasi-fibration for A (see (2.1) of [2]).

The fact that E(¿) can be constructed so as to satisfy the second assertion

of the corollary can be shown by constructing £(TV) first and then applying The-

orem (4.4) to a filtration of A by RPT-subcomplexes starting with TV and such

that each RPT-subcomplex is obtained from the preceding one by adding one

indecomposable cell only.

Similarly one can construct a universal quasi-fibration on which A acts on

the left.

Proof of Theorem (4.4). As we mentioned above, we need prove only that

E(M) is contractible. So let PiBiM)) be the space of Moore paths based at the

0-cell b°, and let

q:PiBCM))-*BiM)

be the fibration that sends a path to its end-point. The fiber is the space of loops

0_(B(M)). Observe that Í2(E(M)) is an associative //-space and that it acts on

the right on PiBiM)). We can find a homomorphism,

u:M-yQiBiM)),

which is a homotopy equivalence [3]. It is not hard to see that u can be extended

to a map

u:£(M)-»P(ß(M))

of an M-space into an fi(E(M))-space such that the induced diagram

EiM) ---> PiBiM))

Pm a.

B'M) -> BiM)
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is commutative and the induced map v is homotopic to the identity. This implies

that E(M) is contractible, which is what is to be proved.

Remark (4.6). Given a simply-connected complex B, one can find an RPT-

complex A and a homomorphism cp of A into Í2(B) which is a homotopy equiv-

alence. It is easy to see that

B~B(A).

Thus the universal quasi-fibration represents the canonical fibration of the space

of paths over B.

Next we show that the principal quasi-fibrations

p:N-+N//A

admits a classifying map, where A7 is a right A-complex. Let

pA:E(A)^B(A)

be a universal quasi-fibration on which A acts on the left, constructed as above.

Consider the commutative diagram,

N    <J— N x E(A) -£-> E(A)

P Pa

N//A <J— N XAE(A) -2-> B(A)

where the vertical maps are the natural projections and the horizontal maps

are the projections on the factors and the maps induced by them.

Theorem (2.2)' implies that

ß:NxAE(A)^N//A   and

n:NxAE(A)^B(A)

are quasi-fibrations with fibers E(A) and N respectively. Since E(A) is contractible,

ß has a homotopy-inverse, ß~1, say. Define

(4.7) x = ß~ln: N//A-+B(A)

to be the classifying map of the quasi-fibration

p:N-+N//A.

5. Fibrations of complexes by subcomplexes. Let us say that a sequence

i f
&:F-> B-^-> F

of special complexes and cellular maps is a fiber sequence, if and only if, 3F can

be imbedded in a homotopy-commutative diagram,
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i f
F  ->   B —¿->    Y

~r -v -v, ,,

F' ->   B' —i->    Y',

where the lower row is a Serre fibration and the vertical maps are all homotopy-

equivalences. F is the fiber, B the total space, and y the base-space of 3F.

Consider now the following problem, which is essentially Problem 10 in

Massey's list of 1955 [6]: suppose

i:F-*B

is a map of special complexes. When is it possible to imbed i in a fiber sequence

&:F —^ B -^-» Y?

Is !F uniquel

Assume i is an imbedding, since there is no loss of generality in doing so. One

can see right away that the problem does not always have a solution. For example,

let F = S2n, the 2n-sphere with n > 0, B = S2n+1, the C2n + l)-sphere, and let

i:S2n-> S2n+1 be the natural imbedding. Since S2n cannot be an //-space, i cannot

be imbedded in a fiber sequence [10]. Note also that the injection of F in £ plays

an important role. In fact, for some spaces F and B it may happen that one im-

bedding gives rise to a fiber sequence, while another does not. For example,

let B = TF x F, where TF is the cone on F. Then if we imbed F in £ as the

second factor, the projection on the first factor defines a fiber sequence for which

F is the fiber ; but if we imbed F as the base of the second factor TF, then the

resulting sequence is not a fiber sequence, for this would imply that F was an

//-space [10].

Moreover, the sequence

&: F —Î-* £ —í-± Y

in which i can be imbedded is not unique. For example, let F = S3, the 3-sphere,

and £ = S7, the 7-sphere ; and let i be the natural imbedding. Then there are

inequivalent multiplications {a}, on S3, which yield inequivalent fiber sequences

a:S3->S7->S4,

according to [5].

We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for the problem to have a

solution, as well as a method, at least in theory, for obtaining all solutions when

£ and F are simply connected special complexes and F is a subcomplex of £.

Denote the space of Moore paths based at b° by P(£) and by fi(B) the subspace
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of loops. Then, with the usual juxtaposition multiplication, P(B) is a right Q(B)-

space. Suppose

(5.1) u:A^£l(B)

is a homomorphism of some RPT-complex A into Q(B), which is a homotopy

equivalence [3]. Then, as we saw in §4, there is a commutative diagram,

A    ->  E(A) -^»   B(A)

l" [V I"
ÇÎ(B)  ->  P(B) —^     B   ,

where the upper row is the universal quasi-fibration for A and the lower row

is the canonical fibration which sends a path to its end-point and v is a map of

a right A-space into a right Q(B)-space. Moreover, u, v, and v ate all homotopy

equivalences. Now, let

U = p'/v'^F), and Q(B,F) = q~\F).

Corollary (4.5) of §4 implies that the restriction of pA to U is a quasi-fibration,

and hence, comparing the homotopy groups, we conclude that

(5.2) (v\pA-lv-\F)): U^il(B,F)

is a homotopy equivalence. (Recall that Q(B, F) is of the homotopy type of a

countable CW-complex [8].)

What kind of A-relations does U admit, when F is the fiber for some fiber

sequence in which the total space is B? The following theorem gives the answer.

Theorem (5.3).   Suppose that

i f
f—» b-^-> y

is a fiber sequence such that B and F are simply connected special complexes

and F is a subcomplex imbedded by i in B. Assume also that A is the RPT-com-

plex representing Q(B) and U the right A-complex representing Q(B,F) as in

(5.1) and (5.2). Then there is a right invariant map,

4>:V-*Mlt

which is a homotopy equivalence, and, for every n = 1, there is a set of A-relations

on My,

Jin(My) = (M0,---,Mn;ppq,A),

such that
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(a)„ ^(M.) ¿5 a subset of J(niMf), for k<n, and

(b)„ there is a two-sided invariant deformation retraction,

kht:Mk^Mk, k = 2,--,n,

of Mk onto Mk-y.

The proof will be given in §7 below.

Definition (5.4). Suppose that My is a two-sided A-complex, A being an

RPT-complex. Then My is said to admit a (¿„-structure if and only if, there

is a set of A-relations on My,

^JMy) = (M0,-,M„;pp¡q,A),

subject to condition (b)„ of Theorem (5.3).

Note that the necessary conditions of Theorem (5.3), which are satisfied if F

is the fiber of a fiber sequence for which B is the total space, are of two kinds.

First, IT or, equivalently, Í2(B, F) must be of the homotopy type of a two-sided

¿-complex My-, and second, M, must admit a g„-structure for all n = 2, and

the Q„-structures must extend each other. We shall take up the discussion of

when M ! exists in another paper, confining our attention here to the implications

of a Q„-structure. We shall see in effect that the existence of a Q„-structure is

a sufficient condition for the existence of sequences,

¿?„: F—Ub   ^->B„,

which are fiber sequences in a range which widens with n. The following con-

dition will be needed in most of what follows.

Condition (5.5). Suppose B and F are simply connected special complexes

with F a subcomplex of B, and let A and U be the RPT-complex and the right

A-complex representing Q(B) and Q(B,F), as in (5.1) and (5.2). The condition

is that there be a two-sided A-complex M¡ and a right A-map

ep:U-*My

which is a homotopy equivalence.

Consider now the set of ¿-relations

(5.6) ^„(Mi) = (M0,-,M„;pp>í,¿),

and denote by kM the RPT-complex relative to A which is generated by M.

modulo the subset J{kCMf) of Jt„iMf). Put Bk = B(kM), the base-space of the

universal quasi-fibration of kM (see §4). Then the imbedding of k~1M into*M

induces an imbedding

1k'-Bk-i->Bk-
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Thus we obtain an ascending sequence

B-*By-*--+Bn

of special complexes. Let

fk = 1k-1i'-B^Bk

[August

and

Fk = Q(Bk, B)={ae P(Bk) | a(0) e B},

where P(Bk) is the space of Moore paths a ending in b° (i.e., a(l) = o°). Suppose

that

ik:Fk-+B

is the natural map which sends a path to its initial point. Then

Fy   —^->        B    ~^->       By

i«

^    B
h

ni

»   B2

Pi«
13

"n

B
L

>   B„

is a commutative diagram in which the rows are fiber sequences, and X¡ is the

natural imbedding of F¡_y into F).

Theorem (5.7). Suppose that Condition (5.5) is satisfied. Assume that the

set of A-relations (5.6) defines a (¿„-structure on My, the two-sided A-complex

of (5.5). Then, for kgn — i, with the notation as in the preceding paragraph,

there are natural maps,

yk:F^Fk and ßk:Fk-^F,

for k = l,--,n, such that

(a)k ßkfk ~ 1 » Klk ~ 7k+1. and gi = ikyk, where g is a homotopy equivalence

of B; and

(b)k   the induced homomorphism

(yk)*--Xj(F)->nj(Fk)
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is an isomorphism for j ;£ c(k + 1) + (k — 2), where (c — 1) is the connectivity

of F. (~ denotes homotopy.)

The proof is given in §9.

Thus the existence of a Q„-structure on M¡ implies that the pair (B,F) can be

"approximated" by pairs (B,F„) with the property that F„ is a fiber in a fiber

sequence in which B is the total space and F and F„ agree in a range which in-

creases with n. Thus the existence of Q„-structures on Í2(B,F) which extend

each other for all n is a sufficient condition for the existence of a fiber sequence

F->B-+X.

Note that if B is contractible, then the fibers Fk ate all of the homotopy type

of loopspaces [9], and, hence, F is increasingly getting like a loopspace. This

suggests that if B is contractible, our conditions are just Stasheff's A„-structures

[11]. In fact, this is the case. First we need prove that Condition (5.5) is satisfied.

(5.8). Suppose B is a contractible special complex and F is a simply connected

subcomplex, and let A and U be the RPT-complex and the right A-complex

representing fi(B) and il(B,F), as in (5.1) and (5.2).

Then there is a right A-map,

cp-.U^My,

of U into a two-sided A-complex M¡ which is a homotopy equivalence.

In fact, let

My = UU„Ax U,

where the attaching map is the map

ß:A xAuU^U

induced by the multiplication in A. Then clearly M, is a two-sided A-complex,

and the right A-imbedding,

cp:U-*My,

is a homotopy equivalence.

Let us denote by My the complex M, without the action of A. (Recall that

an A„-structure in the sense of Stasheff is according to [3], just a Q„-structure

relative to {a0}, a0 being the 0-cell of A.)

Theorem (5.9). Suppose that the assumptions of (5.8) are satisfied, and let

My and My be as above. Assume that

jrn(My) = (M0,-,Mn;pp>q,{a0})
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is a set of {a°}-relations which defines an A„-structure on My. Then there is a

set of A-relations

^„(M1) = (M0,-,M„;pp,,,¿)

which defines a (¿„-structure on My, and conversely. In either case, there is a

map

f„:JínCMy)^JÍniMy)

which is a homotopy equivalence when restricted to My.

We shall sketch the proof in the case n = 2 only, the general case being similar.

So suppose that

J£2CMy) = CM0,My,M2;pPiq,A)

is a set of ¿-relations which defines a ß2-structure on My (see Definition (5.4)).

By definition, let

M0 = {a0} and M¡=My,

and let

y:ÍMy,Mf\^ÍMy,Mf]A

be the natural projection. Let

M2 = M2\Jy\_My,Mf\xI,

where / is the unit interval, the point (x, 1) is identified with y(x) e M2, and

{a0} x I is identified with the basepoint a0. iM2 is just the mapping cylinder

of y with the segment through a0 identified with a0.) Clearly the set

Jl2iMy) = (M0, My, M2 ;pp_q, {a0})

where ppq are the natural maps is a set of relations which defines an ¿2-structure

on My, and the natural map

f2:Jfy(M2(My)^Jt2(My)

is a map which satisfies the requirements of the theorem.

The converse is similar. Suppose that

Ji2(Mf) = iM0,My,M2;pp¡q,{a0})

is a set of {a°}-relations which defines an ¿2-structure on My. By definition

M0 = A and My = My.

Suppose also that y is the natural map

v : [Mi, M,] ^ [Mi, Mili.
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Then since A is contractible (B being so), we can easily check that the natural

map

MyXMy    ->    My   X AMy

is a homotopy equivalence. This implies that y is a homotopy equivalence by

comparing the homology groups. Hence

M2     =     [My,My]A\JyM2,

where M2 is attached to [My,My]A by y, is of the homotopy type of M2, and

the two-sided A-complex

M2 = M2 u A X M2 X A,

where A xAf2x A is attached to M2 by the map

A x [My,Mx]A x AkjM2^>M2,

is of the homotopy type of M,. To find an invariant two-sided deformation

retraction of M2 onto My, apply Lemma (7.1) of §7. Thus, with ppq being the

natural maps,

.#2(M,) = (M0,M1,M2;iWA)

is a set of A-relations which defines a ö2-structure on M,.

Observe that the first part of the proof did not use the fact that B is contractible.

In fact, the same argument can show that any set of A-relations on a two-sided

A-complex My defines a set of A'-relations on M,. A' being any RPT-subcomplex

of A x. The two sets are related but do not define the same RPT-complex.

6. Fibrations of the Hopf type defined by a (2„-structure. One of the attractive fea-

tures of the Hopf fibrations defined by an //-structure on a space is that they enable

one to reduce the property of the existence of an //-structure, which is essentially

an algebraic property, to the existence of fibrations and projective spaces defined

by them (see e.g., [9]). In fact, this has been one of the most productive tools

in the study of //-spaces. We shall see that the A-relations defining a ^„-structure

provide us with fibrations on the Hopf type. First we need introduce the concept

of smashed product and join in the category of A-spaces. Suppose M, is a two-

sided A-complex, and let 2M be the RPT-complex generated by My modulo the

set of A-relations

Ji2(Mx) = (M0,My,[My,My]A;pp,q,A)

where pp q are the natural maps. Consider

[]A(My) =  [My,-,My]A,

the subcomplex of 2M of index n. Then [ ]^(MX) is a two-sided A-complex
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which includes [ ]A~1(My) as a two-sided A-subcomplex. By definition, the

n-fold smashed product of My¡¡ A relative to A is

(6.1) (#)A(My//A) = ([ ]nA(My)//A)l([ JA\My)HA),

the special complex obtained from [ ]A(M¡//A) by identifying the subcomplex

Ta~1(MJ/A) with the basepoint. Note that if A = {a0}, where a0 is a single

0-cell, then

(#)A(MyllA) = (#y(My),

the usual smashed product, since in this case My// A = My. By definition, the

n-fold join of My//A relative to A is

(6.2) (*)A(My//A) = Sn-1#(#)A(My//A),

where S"_1 #(#)A(My//A) is the usual smashed product of the (n — l)-sphere

and (#)"A(My/l A). Again observe that if A = {a0}, then the join relative to {a0}

is just the usual join.

Suppose that My is a two-sided A-complex, and let

■^n(My) = (M0,---,Mn;pPA,A)

be a set of relations which defines a Q„-structure on M, (see Definition (5.4)

above). Denote by kM the RPT-complex generated by My modulo the subset

Jik(My), k — 2, •••,«, and by Bk, the basespace of the universal quasi-fibration

of kM (see §4). We have then the following theorem.

Theorem (6.3).    There is a commutative diagram,

My   ->    (*)A(My//A)   ->     B

I„    I     j„••• •■• •••
v 4^ v

My    ->      (*)kA(My//A)    ->       Bk-y

v                          v v

...    -> ... ->    ...

n       1       K1
•v                                  V -V

My    -»     (*)A(My//A)    ->      B„_t,

where the rows are fiber sequences, the maps nk are those induced by the imbed-
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dings k~1M->kM, and (*)A(My//A) is the k-fold join of My//A relative to A.

Moreover, My is contractible in (*)kA(Mk//A), for k = 2, and (*)k(My//A) is

contractible in (*)kAl(My/l A), for k=l.

The proof will be given in §8 below. Note that if A = {a0}, then the preceding

fibrations are the usual Hopf fibrations associated with an ¿„-structure [11].

Suppose now that Condition (5.5) is satisfied, and assume

J?„iMy) = iM0,-,M„;pPiq,A)

is a set of ¿-relations which defines a Q„-structure on M¡. Then Theorem (6.3)

implies that there is a ladder of fiber sequences

My//A C My/IA*AMJ/A ezz ... ezz(*)A(Myl/A)

yl X L L

B       ezz By ezz- ezz B„-y

with fiber M,. Observe that, from the second stage on, My is contractible in

the total space (*)A(My//A), while (*)A(My// A) is always contractible in

(*)kA\My//Ä). This implies that

(6.4) Bk ~BMU T((*)*(Mi//¿)) u other cells,

where T((*)AiMy//A)) is the cone on C*)kACMy/lA). The fact that ep (see (5.5))

is a right invariant map which is a homotopy equivalence implies that the induced

map

eJ:U//A = F^My//A

is also a homotopy equivalence. But what can we say about (*)*(M,//¿), for

k — 2? A partial answer is given by the following proposition.

Proposition (6.5).   Suppose F is a suspension. Then there is a natural homo-

topy equivalence

w:Ç*)AiMy/IA)-+i*)kiF), fcfcl.

Proof.   Suppose that

F = S#F,

where F is a special complex. Since F is a subcomplex of B, Fx is an RPT-sub-

complex of A, the RPT-complex representing Q(B) as in (5.1) above. This means

that

rj = £(FjxFoo¿,

where £(£«,) is the universal quasi-fibration of Fx (see Corollary (4.5)), and
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E(Fj = F„KJTFxFco

(see proof of Corollary (4.5)). Hence

Ü = A U TF

where the cone TF is attached by the imbedding on the base is a subcomplex

of Í7. Note that

t//A= C///A,

and hence Ü/A and My//A ate of the same homotopy type. To finish the proof,

note that the imbedding of Ü induces a map,

t:(0/A)#(OlA)-+(Myl/A)#A(My//A).

Since U is right invariant homotopy equivalent to Mt (see Remark (7.2) of §7),

it follows that (U//Ä)#A(My/lA) (defined by identifying the image of

U X A U A X My in (Í7 xAMy)// A with the basepoint) is homotopy-equivalent

to (My/IA)#A(Myl/A). But

(U//A)#A(My//A) - (D/A) #(My//A),

since U = Ü u Ü X A, the attaching map being the multiplication

AxA-yAc D.

This is enough to prove that t is a homotopy equivalence and, therefore, the

proposition when k = 2. The general case follows similarly by induction.

Rewriting (6.4), we get the following

(6.4) ' B(kM) ~ B(k - *M) U T((*)kAF) U other cells,

when F is a suspension. How are the "other cells" related to F and B? This

turns out to be a tractable problem. A complete description of how they are

formed out of F and B and how they are attached to B^'^M) U T((*)AF), as

well as some applications of these results, will be given in a future article. Here

we shall note only that, if B is contractible, then these extra cells do not change

the homotopy type of B(k~lM) UT((*)*F). To see this, apply Theorem (5.9)

of §5 to replace the given set of A-relations,

•^n(My) = (M0, —,MB;pp¡q,A),

defining the ô„-structure on My = Sl(B,F) by a set

J(n(My) = (M0,-,Mn;pPi<!,{a0})

of relations which defines an A„-structure on My = My. We also have a homo-

morphism

fk:kM-+kM,       k = l,-,n,
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of the RPT-complex kM generated by Mi modulo Jik(Mf) into the RPT-com-

plex kM generated by My modulo Mt(Mi). Now we note that/t induces a map

fk:B(kM)-*B(kM)

and that Theorem (6.3) implies that fk is a homotopy equivalence, which is enough

to prove the assertion.

Thus, if B is contractible, B("M) is the projective space of F corresponding to

the ¿„-structure which is defined by the given ß„-structure, and conversely.

It is well known that F is an H-space if, and only if, Fo0 = QS # F retracts onto

F (e.g., see [4]). This result was extended to ¿„-structures in [3]: F admits an

¿„-structure if and only if, Q(P„(F)) can be retracted onto F, P„(F) being the

n-projective space of F. The following theorem gives a similar result for Q„-

structures.

Theorem (6.5). Suppose My is a two-sided A-complex, A being an RPT-

complex, and assume that My admits a (¿„-structure defined by the set of

A-relations

Jt„(Mf) = (M0,-,M„;pPtq,A).

Then this (¿„-structure can be extended to a Qn + l-structure if there is a two-

sided invariant retraction,

rn+1:nM-*M„,

where "M is the RPT-complex generated by My modulo Ji„(Mf) and M„ is

the subcomplex of "M of index n.

Conversely, if the given (¿„-structure can be extended to a Q„+l-structure,

then there is an invariant right retraction of "M onto M„.

The fact that a g„-structure can be extended to a Q„+1-structure if r„+1 exists

can be proved in the same way as Theorem (4.6) of [3], the only modification

being to replace "complex" by "¿-complex" and "map" by "invariant map."

To prove the converse, apply Theorem (6.3) to prove that

Kn x M„ and "M are of the same homotopy type,

(K being a special complex such that S#K = (#)nA+1(M1//A)), and then ap-

ply Remark (7.2) of §7 to the mapping cylinder of the homotopy equivalence

to get the right invariant retraction. (Consider Kœ x M„ as a right ¿-complex

by making A act on M„.)

7. Proof of Theorem (5.3). In general outline the proof resembles that of Theorem

(4.5) of [3], but some of the details are different. Suppose

i1 f
f—> b—^-» y
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is a fiber sequence of special complexes, where B and F are simply connected

and F is a subcomplex of B. Assume also that Bisa suncomplex of Y. As in §5,

let

g:¿^£2(B)

be a homomorphism of the RPT-complex A into i!(B), which is also a homo-

topy equivalence, and

g':U->Cl(B,F),

the map of an ¿-space into an Q(B)-space, which is a homotopy equivalence

(see (5.1) and (5.2)). Now, according to [3], there is an RPT-complex M, pos-

sibly of infinite rank, which contains A as a sub-//-complex, and a homomorphism,

n:M^Cl(Y),

which extends g and is a homotopy equivalence. Clearly M is a two-sided ¿-com-

plex.

By definition, let

M0 = A and My = M.

Next, let

M2 = [Mi.M.L.

Then the mapping

j/2 : M2 -► Mx

which sends the point [xi,x2] to y(xy,xf), where Xi,x2eM2 and y, the mul-

tiplication in M,, is a two sided invariant retraction of M2 onto My. By defi-

nition, let

M2 = M2 U/?J M2 x /

where / is the unit interval [0,1] and the attaching map ß2 is defined by the

equations

ß2(x, 0) = x, ß2(x, 1) = tj2(x), for x e M2, and

ß2(x,t) = x, for (x,i)eMi x /.

Now, if we make A act on M2 according to the rule

a(x, t) = (ax, t) and

(x,t)a = (xa,t),

for all (x, i) e M2 and a e A, then M2 becomes a two-sided ¿-complex, and the

map

2ha:M2->M2,
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which sends the point (x,r) to (x,(l—s)t + s), is a two-sided invariant deforma-

tion retraction of M2 onto My. Hence the set

Jt2(My) = (M0,My,M2;pp<q,A),

where the complexes M¡ are defined above and ppq are the natural maps, is a set

of A-relations on My, which defines a Q2-structure on My as desired (see Defi-

nition (5.4)).

Proceed by induction. Suppose that we have been able to define a set of A-re-

lations

J?m-i(My) = (M0,---,Mm-y;pPjq,A)

and a two-sided invariant mapping,

(i)   Jh:MjXl^Mj,j = 2,-,m-l,

which is a deformation retraction of Ms onto Mj-y, and a two-sided invariant

retraction

(ii) ny.Mj-^My, j = 2,---,m-l

such that

y(*lp x nq) = r\p+qpp¡q,       p,q = 0 and p + q> m-1,

y being the multiplication in M = My. We wish to do the same thing for the case

m. Consider, therefore,

Mm = U [Mp, Mq]A, with p + q = m,

the subcomplex of index m of the RPT-complex m_1M generated by My modulo

Jtm_y{My). Since the mappings n¡ and y are two-sided invariant and associative,

the maps n¡ induce together a two-sided invariant retraction,

fim-Mm-^My,

such that

ñm\Mk = nk, with l = k = m-l.

By definition, let

Mm = MmVMm + I,

where / is the unit interval [0,1] and the attaching map ßm is defined by the

equations

ßm(x, 0) = x, ßm(x, 1) = wm(x), for x e Ñm, and

ßm(x,t) = x, for (x,í)gM1 xl.

Now, if we make A act on Mm by the rule

a(x, i) = (ax, i) and

(x,f)a = (xa,0,
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for ail (x, f)eMm, then Mm becomes a two-sided ¿-complex. Define

nm'-Mm^My

to be the map that takes (x, i) to ijm(x). Clearly the set

■^miMy) = (M0, —,Mm;ptA,A),

where Mk = Mk, for k < m, and ppq are the natural maps, is a set of ¿-relations

which satisfies (ii) of the induction hypothesis and which extends Jtm_y(Mf).

Thus, to finish the induction step, we need find a two-sided invariant map

mh:MmxI^Mm

which deforms M„, onto Mm-y.

Note that the imbedding

y:Mm_i->Mm

is a homotopy equivalence, since each of the complexes is of the homotopy type

of Mj = Mi. Hence we need prove the following lemma only.

Lemma (7.1).   Suppose TV and TV' are two-sided A-complexes,  and assume

that there is an imbedding

y:TV->TV'

which is a homotopy equivalence. Then there is a two-sided invariant deforma-

tion retraction

rp,:TV'-TV'

of TV' onto TV.

Proof.   According to §1, there is an ascending sequence of two-sided ¿-com-

plexes,

N = N0ez-- ezz Nk ezz--- ezz TV',

such that TV' = (J^TV,. and, for each k ^ 1,

Nk = Ñk U A x Ñk x A,

where Ñk is the subcomplex

TV^JViU^D"*

(D"k being the n^-disc attached to TVt_j by some map /,.) and the complex

A x Ñk x A is attached to Ñk by the map

A xNk_y xAvNk^fîk,

which is induced by the multiplication by A. We shall construct the deformation
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cp, by induction on the two-sided A-subcomplexes Nk. Now, since the imbedding

y of N into N' is a homotopy equivalence, the attaching map

fl:(D"\S',i-i)^(N',N)

can be deformed relS"1-1, into a map of D"1 into AT. This deformation yields

a deformation retraction,

($,)y:Ñy^N',

of Ñy onto N which is extendable uniquely to a two-sided invariant deformation

retraction,

(cPt)y:Ny^N',

of Ny onto N. Suppose that, by induction, we have been able to find a two-sided

A-deformation retraction,

(</>,)„,_ y:Nm^N',

of Nm onto N. Consider the characteristic map

f:(Dn",S'""-l)-+(Ñm,Nm_y).

Note that we have a deformation of S"""-1 into N defined by (cp,)m-y. By the

homotopy extension property of the pair (D"m, S"m~ *), we get a deformation of

fm into a map

/m': (Dn"\ S"™-1) -+(N',N).

But and N' ate of the same homotopy type. Thus we get a deformation,

of Ñm onto N which extends (cp,)m-y. Then (cpt)m can be extended uniquely to

a two-sided invariant deformation retraction,

(cPt)m:Nm-*N,

of Nm onto N as desired.

Remark (7.2). A similar argument proves that, if N and N' ate right (left)

A-complexes and y is a right (left) A-imbedding, then one can find a right (left)

invariant deformation retraction cpt of N' onto N.

8. Proof of Theorem (6.3). Suppose that My is a two-sided A-complex which

admits a g„-structure defined by the set of A-relations

Jtn(My) = (M0,-,Mn;pp.q,A).

Denote the subset of ¿$„(My) in k—1 variables by

^k-i(My) = (M0,—,Mk_y;pPtq,A).
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Suppose k~1M is the RPT-complex generated by My modulo Jtk-yiMf), and

consider the complex

(8.1)* kN = k~lMUMkxAk~lM,

where the complex Mk xAk~lM is attached to *-1M by the map

Mk x/_1M-+*_1M

which is induced by the multiplication in k~1M. (Here Mk=k~lM r\Mk, the

subcomplex of *_1M of index k.) Now let k~iM act on kN on the right, thereby

making kN a right *_1M-complex. Hence, by Theorem (2.2) of §2, the sequence

(8.2)t k~iM^kN^kN//k-lM,

is a quasi-fibration and, hence, a fiber sequence. The fibrations of the Hopf type

are induced in the following way by (8.2). Denote by Bk_y the base-space of the

universal quasi-fibration of *_1M (see (4.5) of §4). Then the sequence

(8.3)* "TV -> kN//k~lM -^-» Bt_y

is a fiber sequence, where qk is the classifying map of (8.2)... Observe that (8.3),.

maps into (8.3)t+1 in a natural fashion. Thus we get the commutative ladder,

*TV —»       2TV —>   -       ->   "TV

v

1N//°M -   —»   2N//1M      —>   •••        ->   "N/r~xM

B —> By _»....-»        B„_y,

where °M = A, the vertical sequences are fiber sequences, and the maps of the

lowest sequence are those induced by the homomorphisms *M -»k + 1M. Thus, to

finish the proof of the theorem, we need prove the following two lemmas only.

Lemma (8.4).    The natural imbedding

Mk-*kN,

where Mk is the kth complex of J(kCMf) and kN is the complex defined above,

is a homotopy equivalence.

Lemma (8.5).    The complexes

kN//k~1M and i*)kAiMy//A)

are of the same homotopy type.

I i

i
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Proof of Lemma (8.4). Recall that the RPT-complex k~lM is filtered by an

ascending sequence of two-sided ¿-complexes

ik~lM)r= k[JlMp,M^p-\A

p = i

such that

[Mp,Mr_„Ln[J \Mq,Mr.f\A = (J [Mp_„Ms,Mr_PL
q<p q<p

where M¡ is the subcomplex of k~xM of index i, i ^ 1 (see Corollary (3.7) of §3).

It can be easily checked that this implies that

ik-xM)r = [Mt,Mr_,L U|J [Mt_p,Mr_,+PL,
p = i

where

9-1 q-l

[Mk_q,Mr-k+q]A H U  [Mk_p,Mr_k+p]A = \J [Mk_q,Mq„p,Mr-k+p]A.
p=0 p=0

Therefore we can filter the complex kN by an ascending sequence of two-sided

¿-subcomplexes,

ikN)r = lMk,Mr_f]A u \J [Mk_p,Mr_k+p]A,    r = k,
p = i

such that

«-i
([Mt,Mr_,L U   (J [^-^r-HpDn^.,,^.».,],

p = i

9-1

=    U  lMk-q>Mq-p>Mr-k + p]A
p=0

where M¡ is the subcomplex of k~1M of index i. Observe now that Mk-y is a

two-sided ¿-deformation retract of Mk, and, for p 5:1, Mt_p_! is a two-sided

¿-deformation retract of Mk_p. Hence (fcTV)r is made up of complexes each of

which is of the homotopy type of (*TV)P_,. One can show inductively, using the

Mayer-Vietoris sequences of the appropriate proper triads which correspond to

the decomposition of (tTV)r given above, that in constructing ikN)r_, one attaches

two complexes of the homotopy type of (*TV)r_, along a subcomplex of the

homotopy type of (kN)r_y. This establishes the lemma.

Proof of Lemma (8.5). If g is a subcomplex of the special complex P, then

denote by P/Q the special complex obtained from P by identifying Q with the

base point. Observe that

(MkIIA)/(Mk/lA) = kNUk-lM.
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Hence it suffices to prove that

(8.6), (Mk//A)l(Mk/IA) and Sk~1 #(#)*(M1//A)

are of the same homotopy type.

Proceed by induction. If k = 1, then the assertion is trivially true. Suppose

we have been able to prove (&.6)m-y. To prove (8.6)m, write

[p,q,r] =([Mp,Mq,Mr]A)l/A;

similarly, write [p] for (Mp)//A, and [p,q] for ([Mp,Mq])//A. Let us also put

M #a M #A [r] = [p, q, r]l[(p -1, q, r] U [p, q -1, r] U [p, q, r-1]).

Observe now that Corollary (3.7) of §3 implies that

m-l

[m]l[m - 1] = IJ [m - p] #A[p]
p = i

where

[> - Û #A[q] n IJ [m - p] #A[p] = (J [m - q] #A[q-p] #A[p].
p<i p«i

To finish the proof we need the following lemma.

Lemma (8.7)m.    The complex

m-l

\j[m-p]#A[p]
p = i

is contractible,

Proof. Proceed by induction on m. If m = 3, then the Lemma is true ob-

viously. Suppose (8.7)s_! is true, with s ^ m. To prove (8.7)s, argue by induction.

Note that [s — l]#¿[l]is contractible, since Ms_2 is a two-sided A-deformation

retract of M5_!. Suppose that we have been able to show that

r-l

UCS-P]#^W' r-Ks-2,
p = i

is contractible. Observe that

Ú [s-p] #A[p] = [s-r] #A[r] u J [s - p] #A[p],
p=i p=i

Üls-r] #AÍr~p] #A[P] = [s-r] #A[r]n J [s-p] #A[p].
p=i p=i

Next note that [s — r] #A[r] is contractible, since Mr^% is a two-sided A-deforma-

tion retract of Mr, for r = 2,---,m^k. The complexes
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Ü b-P\#A\j\ and U ii-rJ#Air-Pj#A[jpJ
p = i p=i

are also contractible, the first by induction and the second because Mr_t is a

two-sided deformation retract of Mr, for 2 ^ r z% m. Hence

Ú l'-Pl#AtP],       r = s-2,
p = i

is contractible. This establishes the induction step, and hence, Lemma (8.7).

Now we can go back to the proof of (8.6)m. Note that

m—l m—2

\yJirn-p-]#Aip-]=   (J   [m-p]#^[p]U[l]#x[m-l],
p=i p=i

and

U2[m-p]#A[p]n[l]#^[m-l] -'(j [l]#^[m-p-l]#^[p]
p=i p=i

m-1

=   U [1]#a[m-1-«]#.,[«].
« = i

The induction hypothesis implies that

"U   [m - 1 - «] #aI<Û - ([m-l])/[m-2]
j=i

~ sm-2#(#)r1[i].

This proves (8.6)m and, hence, the lemma.

9. Proof of Theorem (5.7). Suppose B is a simply connected special complex

and F, a connected subcomplex. Assume that A and U are the RPT-complex

and right ¿-complex representing Q(B) and£J(B, F), as in (5.1) and (5.2) of §5.

Recall that Condition (5.5) of §5 says that there is a two-sided ¿-complex Mx

and a right invariant map,

<p:U-*Mlt

which is a homotopy equivalence. Suppose that

J?„iMy) = iM0,-,M„;pp¡q,A)

is a set of ¿-relations which defines a Q„-structure on Mx (see Definition (5.4)),

and let

B     5L> Bl -JÜÍ+   ...  -Ï+ B„
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be the ascending sequence of complexes defined by the sequence of RPT-com-

plexes

A^lM ."M,

where kM is the RPT-complex generated by My modulo Jtk(My) and Bk is the

base-space of the universal quasi-fibration of kM (see §4). As in §5, let

Fk = {a e P(Bk) | a(0) e B},

where P(Bk) is the space of Moore paths ending at the 0-cell 6°. Observe that

Q(Bk) acts on the left on Fk. The first stage of the proof is just the replacement

of Fk by an equivalent left A-complex. Now note that, according to §4, one can

find a left universal quasi-fibration,

p'k:E'(kM)^Bk,

such that E'(JM) is a subcomplex of E'(kM), the imbedding being a map of a

left JM-complex into a left ''M-complex, k> j (°M = A, by definition). More-

over, there is a homomorphism uk of kM into Q(Bk) which extends to a map,

u'k:E'(kM)^P(Pk),

of a left *M-complex into a left f2(BJi)-space such that

Pk.KM -

[uk

Wk) -

i"

-*   E'CM)

-»   P{BJ

^   Bk

Qk
»   Bk

is a commutative diagram. Here q'k is the map that sends a path to its initial point.

Observe that u'k takes kM xAE'(A) into Fk and, hence, induces the following

commutative diagram:

kM

&(Bk)

->   kM XAE'(A)-^ B

1=
-»   B.

This implies the following assertion.

(9.1) u'k is a homotopy equivalence.

Thus we can replace Fk by the left *M-complex kM xAE'(A). Consider now

the following diagram (see end of §4),
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kM//A 4 'Pk k

MkllA  <r

'M XAE'(A)

K

Mk xAE'(A)-

d%
> B

fk
»B,

-> B A
» Bk

F=U//A <-^—1/ xA£'(A) ->• B A *ß*

I'
k

B   <-E(A)XAE'(A)->B  -^-» Bk,

where the horizontal maps to the left of the B column are those induced by the

projections on the corresponding factors, while the rest of the horizontal maps

and all the vertical maps are those induced by the natural imbeddings, (see end

of §4). Note that the sequence

kM xAE'(A) -*   B Â
*   BkA^ W    -7     "   --r     uk

is a fiber sequence which is equivalent to the fiber sequence

Q.(Bk,B) = Fk ->   B ->   Bk,

ik being the map that sends a path to its initial point. Observe also that the hori-

zontal maps pointing to the left are all quasi-fibrations with contractible fiber

E'(A) and hence are homotopy equivalences. Let pk i be a homotopy-inverse for

pk, and set, by definition,

ik = Pk ^kiïk-

Then yk takes F = If//A into Fk = kM xAE'(A), and

hlk ~ Jk+1 and gi = dkyk = ikyk

(note that dk and ik become the same when kM xAE'(A) and Fk ate identified),

where g is a homotopy equivalence of B and Xk is the imbedding of kM xAE'(A)

into k+lM xAE'(A) induced by the imbedding of kM into * + 1M (or, equivalently,

the imbedding of Fk into Fk+l induced by the imbedding fk of B into Bk).

To finish the proof of the theorem, consider the injection

ôk:Mk-+kM.

Denote by F the special complex Sk~l#(#)kA+1(My //A) (see §6). Then the

adjoint pk+1 of the fibration

Pk+i:(*)A+1(My//A)- B,
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of Theorem (6.3) induces a homomorphism

iPk+i)oo:Vœ-+kM,

where Vœ is the reduced product complex of James. In the usual fashion, Theorem

(6.3) implies that the map

(9.2) v:VxxMk-+kM

which takes the point (x, y) to ipk+y)aoix)ôkiy) is a homotopy equivalence. Consider

now Vx x Mk a right ¿-complex by allowing A to act on the right factor. Observe

that v becomes a right invariant map, and, hence, by Remark (7.2), there is a right

¿-map,

r:kM-*VxxMk,

such that w~l and rt;~l. Define

ßk:"M^Mk

to be the composition of r and the projection on the second factor. It is a right

map and, hence, induces a map

ßk:kM//A^Mk//A

such that ßkyk ~ 1.

This finishes the proof of part (a) of the theorem. Part (b) can be established as

follows.

If F ~ Mi ¡I A is (c — l)-connected, then one can replace in a straight forward

fashion M. by a two-sided ¿-complex My of the same homotopy type and such

that the cells of lowest dimension in M,//A are of dimension c. Hence

(*)kA\MyllA) is of the homotopy type of (*)A+i(My//A) (see Lemma (7.1) of

§7). But the cells of lowest dimension in (*fA1(Ml //A) have dimension (k + l)c

+ k. Hence (*£+1(M, ¡¡A) is ((k + V)c + (k- l))-connected, and V is ((k + l)c

+ (k — 2))-connected. Therefore, the injection

dk:Mk-*kM

induces an isomorphism

(^tt/M^tt/M),

if júik+ l)c + (k- 2).
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